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Abstract
Ultrashort electron bunches are useful for applications like ultrafast imaging, coherent radiation
production, and the design of compact electron accelerators. Currently, however, the shortest
achievable bunches, at attosecond time scales, have only been realized in the single- or very few-
electron regimes, limited byCoulomb repulsion and electron energy spread. Using ab initio
simulations and complementary theoretical analysis, we show that highly-charged bunches are
achievable by subjecting relativistic (fewMeV-scale) electrons to a superposition of terahertz and
optical pulses.We provide two detailed examples that use realistic electron bunches and laser pulse
parameters which arewithin the reach of current compact set-ups: onewith bunches of>240
electrons containedwithin 20 as durations and 15 μmradii, and onewithfinal electron bunches of
1 fC containedwithin sub-400 as durations and 8 μmradii. Our results reveal a route to achieve such
extreme combinations of high charge and attosecond pulse durations with existing technology.

1. Introduction

Electron bunches of femtosecond-to-attosecond-scale duration are useful tools for studying ultrafast atomic-
scale processes, including structural phase transitions in condensedmatter [1–6], sub-cycle changes in
oscillating electromagnetic waveforms [7], and the dynamics of biological structures [8, 9]. High-density
electron bunches of sub-femtosecond durations are potentially useful in high-resolution, time-resolved atomic
diffraction [10], as sources of extreme-ultraviolet radiation through inverse Compton scattering [11–14], and as
injection bunches for compact charged-particle accelerators [15, 16]. Existing schemes for electron bunch
compression include the use of electrostatic elements [17], time-varying fields within radio-frequency (RF)
cavities [18–22], electromagnetic transients [23–30], and a combination of optical laser pulses and dielectric
membranes [10]. In all of these schemes, space charge effects and velocity spread enforce a tradeoff between
electron bunch charge and pulse duration. Consequently, whereas an electron bunch of pulse duration 0.1–1 ps
may contain 250 fC [19], electron bunches of attosecond-scale durations (attobunches) are typically realized
with single or very few electrons [10, 26–32].

Here, we use ab initio numerical simulations and complementary analytical theory to show that high-charge
electron bunches of attosecond-scale durations can be produced by interfering coherent terahertz and optical
pulses.We study two regimes of operation: in the first regime, 5 MeV electrons are compressed into attobunches
of about 20 as duration, each containing∼240 electrons. In the second regime, 5 MeV electrons are compressed
into bunches of<400 as duration, each containing∼1 fC of charge. By comparison, theoretical predictions of
electron bunch compression using realistic bunches have so far been limited to about 200 as [27] in the single-
electron regime. Experimentally, the shortest electron bunches produced to date lie in the single-electron
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regime, with durations of 655 as [26] and 820 as [10], and indirectmeasurements indicating durations as short as
260 as [28].

In addition, we obtain fully closed-form expressions for the dynamics of electrons subject to a general
combination of counter-propagating pulses. Given a specific initial electron bunch configuration, these
analytical tools enable us to predict various key features of our compression scheme, such as the bunch duration
at focus (maximumcompression), and thefinal kinetic energy (KE) spread. Our analytical predictions agree well
with our ab initio numerical simulation results in regimeswhere space charge effects are negligible. Ourwork
complements existing theoretical formulations for the behavior of charged particles in counter-propagating
electromagnetic fields, which have been confined to the sub-relativistic regime [24, 33].

In the proposed scheme, shown infigure 1(a), the counter-propagating terahertz and optical pulses interfere
to form an intensity grating, which is velocity-matched to the relativistic (fewMeV-scale) electrons by choosing
the proper carrier frequency for each pulse. The ponderomotive force, which is proportional to the negative
intensity gradient, compresses the electrons into a train of attobunches. Bunch compression schemes based on
intensity gratings have previously been studied only in the regimewhere both electromagnetic pulses are at
optical/infrared frequencies for applications like electron acceleration [34–36], and the compression of non-
relativistic, single and few-electron bunches [23, 24, 27, 28]. Here, we show that combining terahertz frequencies
with optical frequencies creates an intensity grating that can be used to compress relativistic electron pulses
achievable in lab-scale setups [37–40] to attosecond scale durationswith asmuch as 1 fC of charge per
attobunch.We use counter-propagating terahertz pulses of<100 μJ and optical pulses of<100 mJ, which are

Figure 1.High-charge, relativistic (5MeV) attosecond electron pulses formed by a terahertz-optical intensity grating. The schemewe
study is illustrated in (a): (i)Aco-propagating optical pulse (bluewaveform) and a counter-propagating few-cycle terahertz pulse
(greenwaveform) are incident on a relativistic electron bunch (yellow ellipse) ofmean velocity v0. (ii)The pulses overlap, forming a
sub-luminal intensity grating (solid turquoise profile)which co-propagates with the electron bunch. (iii)After the interaction, the
impulse imparted by the grating compresses the electrons into a train of attobunches. The heatmaps in (b) and (c) show the electron
density time-evolution using a centered coordinate system z z- á ñ. The electron density spatial distributions at the focal times are
shown in (d) and (e). In (b) and (d), electrons with 10−3% initial relative kinetic energy (KE) spread, and an average of 1250 electrons
per grating period, interact with a 90.3 mJ optical pulse and a 39.0 μJ terahertz pulse, resulting in bunches containing 246 electrons in
∼20 as durations (FWHM). In panels (c) and (e), a 20 fC bunchwith a (FWHM)duration of about 16.5 fs and relative KE spread of
0.146% interacts with a 6.66 mJ optical pulse and a 16.9 μJ terahertz pulse, resulting in electron bunches of< 400 as (FWHM)
containing approximately 1 fC of chargewithin the FWHM.Only the two central grating periods are plotted. The data in (b)–(e) are
the result of electrodynamic simulations inwhich non-paraxial laserfields as well as near- and far-field space charge effects are exactly
taken into account.
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readily obtainedwith today’s technology [41–50]. The absence ofmaterial structures in the interaction region of
this scheme removes the possibility ofmaterial damage, allowing the intensity of our lasers to be scaled to
arbitrarily high values for rapid focusing and strong compression of relativistic electron bunches. Due to the
suppression of space charge effects at relativistic energies [51, 52], the resulting attobunches can hold
substantially higher charge than existing attobunches in the non-relativistic, single-electron regime [10, 27, 28].

Our ab initio simulations (as described in the next section) exactlymodel the interactions of electronswith
each other as well as with external laserfields. In particular, our simulations account for both near-field and far-
field space charge effects, where near-field refers tofields responsible for theCoulomb force, and far-field refers
tofields associatedwith radiation from the electron.Wemodel the external laser fields using exact, finite-energy,
non-paraxial solutions toMaxwell’s equations. This is critical for accuracy since terahertz pulses from compact
sources usually operate in the near-single-cycle limit and have beamwaists tightly focused down towavelength-
scale dimensions [42] in order to achieve desired on-axis field strengths.

2. Results

2.1.High-charge attosecond electron bunches
Figure 1 presents results from2 regimes of our study: (i) a regimewhere∼20 as electron bunch durations
containing 246 electrons are realized and (ii) a regimewhere<400 as electron bunch durations are realized
with fC-scale charge per bunch. The durations of the compressed bunches are stated using full width at half
maximum (FWHM) values. In all simulation results presented in this section, the optical (co-propagating) and
terahertz (counter-propagating) pulses have central wavelengths ofλ1=0.65 μmandλ2=300 μm
respectively, are linearly-polarized in x, and propagate in the±z direction. The electron bunches have ameanKE
of KE 5 MeVá ñ = . The velocity of the intensity grating, vgr, ismatched to themean velocity of the electrons, v0,
by choosingwavelengths,λ1 andλ2, such that [23, 36]:

v v c , 1gr 0
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1 2
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ˆ ( ) ˆ is the normalizedmean velocity of the electron bunch propagating in ẑ . The

corresponding Lorentz factor is 1 10 0
2g b= - . ThemeanKEof the electrons is m cKE 1 e0

2gá ñ = -( ) ,
whereme is the electron restmass. Equation (1) shows the necessity of combining very disparate counter-
propagating laser wavelengths where relativistic electrons are concerned: for vgr close to the speed of light,
v0∼c,λ2?λ1 is necessary. The use of relativistic electrons takes us into a regime beyondwhat has been studied
for compressing non-relativistic electrons and gives us an opportunity to leverage the developments of high-
intensity terahertz pulses in combinationwith optical pulses in our scheme.

Figures 1(b) and (d) show the electron density distribution obtained by averaging over 300 sets of ab initio
simulations using an initial 5 MeV electron bunch containing 2 fC of charge uniformly distributed across 10
grating periods. After the laser-electron interaction, each resulting attobunch has about 1250 electrons
containedwithin eachλgr, and 246 electronswithin the FWHMduration of 20 as. The non-paraxial optical and
terahertz pulses have energies of 90.3 mJ and 39.0 μJ respectively. The optical pulse has a duration of 80 fs
(intensity FWHM) and a peak on-axisfield strength E 4.96 10 V m01

10 1» ´ - . The terahertz pulse has a 1 ps
duration (intensity FWHM) and a peak on-axis field strength E 2.95 10 V m02

8 1» ´ - . Both laser pulses have
the samewaist radius, w 450 m0 m= . During interaction, the bunch has a radius of about 15 μm.The initial
relative KE spread is KE 10 %KE

3s á ñ = - .While this value is small, relative KE spreads as low as
KE 4 10 %KE

4s á ñ = ´ - have been predicted for existing RF gun set-ups [53]. The full set of electron bunch
and laser pulse parameters, as well as a plot of the non-paraxial terahertz pulse electric field spatial profile is
found in supporting information section S.5(iv) available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/033020/mmedia.

The second scenario, shown infigures 1(c) and (e), involves compressing an electron bunch of
KE 5 MeVá ñ = , 20 fC (total charge), 16.5 fs FWHMduration, relative energy spread KE 0.146%KEs á ñ » and
8 μmbunch radius, into a train of sub-400 as duration, fC-scale electron bunches. The electron density heatmap
and distribution are averaged over 200 sets of ab initio simulation results. The initial electron bunchwas
modelled after the bunch experimentally demonstrated in [37] (see supporting information section S.5(v)). Both
pulsed lasers have the same beamwaist:w0=200 μm.The optical pulse has a duration of 30 fs (intensity
FWHM) and an on-axis peak field strength E 5 10 V m01

10 1» ´ - , corresponding to a pulse energy of 6.66 mJ.
The terahertz pulse (figure S10 in supporting information section S.5(v)) has a duration of 1 ps (intensity
FWHM) and an on-axis peak field strength E 4.18 10 V m02

8 1» ´ - , corresponding to a pulse energy of
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16.9 μJ. Such optical and terahertz pulses are readily achievable today in a table-top setup [41–50]. At the focus,
we observe the formation of electron bunches with about 1 fC of charge in a FWHMduration of 367 as
(figure 1(e)).

Figures 2(a) and (c) show the transverse dynamics induced by the intensity grating for the case studied in
figures 1(b) and (d)while and those infigures 2(b) and (d) correspond to the case studied infigures 1(c) and (e).
The evolution ofσx and x

sgb with space-charge effects, but without laser-electron interaction, has been plotted
using red dotted lines. It can be seen that the laser interaction imparts large transversemomenta in x only during
the time of interaction (vertical dotted line labeled ‘OL’), but long after interaction, the transverse dynamics are
practically indistinguishable from the case with no electron-intensity grating interaction. For the case shown in
figure 2(c), the compression is strong enough such thatmaximumcompression (vertical dashes labeled ‘MC’)
occurs before the grating has completely faded. Thus, the transversemomentum spread is still significant
( 1.28 10 3

x
s = ´gb

- ) compared to the case without the grating ( 0.11 10 3
x

s = ´gb
- ). For the case shown in

figure 2(d), maximumcompression is attained just after the intensity grating has faded.Hence, the transverse
momentum spread atmaximum compression ( 2.11 10 %3

x
s = ´gb

- ) is similar to the case where there is no
electron-grating interaction ( 2.01 10 3

x
s = ´gb

- ). Hence, when low transversemomentum spread and bunch
expansion is desired, care should be taken to ensuremaximumcompression is attained long after the intensity
grating has faded.

Figures 2(e) and (f) show the achievable electron bunch duration at the focus and the amount of charge
containedwithin the FWHMduration as a function of initial electronKE spread for afixed amount of total
charge. The laser pulse and electron bunch parameters used (except for the charge amount and initial KE spread)
are the same as those used to producefigures 1(b) and (d). Figure 2(e) indicates that with initial relative KE
spreads on the order of 0.1%,which is achievable with the current state-of-the-art few-MeVbeamlines [37],
compressed bunches of durations on the order of hundreds of attoseconds can already be realized. For initial KE
spreads on the order of about 10−2%, sub-100 as bunches can be attained, and10−3% initial KE spread yields
buncheswhich have durations of 20 as and below at the focus. It should be noted that the charge contained
within the attobunches can be enhanced by increasing the initial charge values without increasing the attobunch
durations significantly (even up to 10 fC) due to the relativistic suppresion of space charge effects at few-MeV
electron energies. Figure 2(g) shows the electron density distribution for all attobunches at the time ofmaximum
compression of the attobunch closest to the grating center (red distribution, values used to plot figure 2(e)) for
the 0.2 fC case. Our results indicate that despite each attobunch having differing focal timeswhich depend on
their relative distance from the center of the intensity grating, thefinal bunch durations across the entire
macrobunch are similar, and by appropriate selection of laser pulse durations, the focal times for each attobunch
can be controlled (supporting information section S.2). Our results show that a combination of terahertz and
optical technologies can be enabling concepts for the realization of high-charge electron bunches of sub-fs
durations.

Figure 2.Transverse dynamics of a 5 MeVmulti-electron bunch and dependence of bunch duration (FWHM) and charge on initial
KE spread. (a) and (c) show the evolving transverse dynamics of the bunch plotted infigures 1(b) and (d); (b) and (d) show the
transverse dynamics of the bunch plotted infigures 1(c) and (e). (a) and (b) show the evolution of the bunch radius,σx, while (c) and
(d) show the evolution of the transverse normalizedmomentum, xsgb . The vertical dotted line labeled ‘OL’ shows the timewhen the
laser pulse peaks overlap and the vertical dashes labeled ‘MC’ correspond to the time ofmaximumcompression as shown in figure 1.
The cases with no electron-intensity grating interaction are plotted using the red dotted lines. The intensity grating imparts a
significantmomentum spread only during interaction. (e)The bunch FWHMduration at the focus increases with increasing initial
KE spread. Durations of about 40 as can be achieved at spreads of 10−2%, and durations of�20 as can be achieved for spreads of
10−3% and lower. (g) Shows the electron density distribution at the time ofmaximumcompression of the central well (red
distribution), which are the values used to plot the 0.2 fC case in (e), for different values of initial electronKE spread. The bunch
durations in attoseconds are indicated above each peak.
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2.2. Theoretical predictions of key bunch parameters
Wenowpresent fully closed-form expressions for the behavior of charged particles subject to a pair of counter-
propagating electromagnetic pulses. These expressions, which neglect space charge effects, have been used to
predict various key properties of our bunch compression scheme—including the focal time (maximum
compression), the bunch duration at focus, and the final KE spread—and show excellent agreementwith the
results of our ab initio simulations in regimeswhere space charge and non-paraxial laser pulse effects are small
(see figure 3).

We start from theNewton–Lorentz equations ofmotion, which describe the dynamics of electrons in
arbitrary electromagnetic fields. Treating the counter-propagating laser pulses as pulsed planewaves and
considering an electronmoving in an arbitrary direction such that the transverse (x, y-direction)momenta are
small compared to the longitudinal (z-direction)momentum,we obtain the normalized electron velocity long
after interaction as (see supporting information sections S.1 to S.3 for detailed derivations):

T e E E

m c
k z

z z
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where the primes on the variables indicate that they are evaluated in the framemoving at normalized velocity
z0b b=


ˆ.We define this to be the primed frame. For our electron bunch compression scheme, we takeβ0 as the

mean normalized velocity of the electron bunch being compressed. E j0¢ andTj¢ respectively refer to the electric
field amplitude and pulse duration of the laser pulse labelled by subscript j, where j=1 ( j= 2) refers to the laser
pulsewhich co-propagates (counter-propagates)with respect to the electron bunch. k cw¢ = ¢ is the central
angular frequency of the laser pulses (which have the same frequency in the primed frame),Δθ is the relative
angle between the polarization vectors associatedwith the two laser pulses (whichwe set to 0 here for the
strongest compression),f0 is a phase constant that depends on the carrier envelope phase of each laser pulse,
and z i,b¢ is the initial normalized electron speed. The intensity peaks of the counter-propagating laser pulses
overlap at position z zOL¢ = ¢ and time t tOL¢ = ¢ , andwe define the longitudinal electron position at the time
t tOL¢ = ¢ to be zOLe¢ in the limit where the laserfield strengths go to zero.αa is defined as

T

T
1 1 . 4a z i z i,

2 1
2

2
2 ,

2a b bº - ¢ +
¢
¢

+ ¢( ) ( ) ( )

Figure 3.Dependence of compressed electron bunch properties on laserfield amplitudes and initial relative KE spread. E E01 02

denotes product of the peakfield strengths (on-axis values for non-paraxial case), which is varied as a parameter in (a)–(c). KEKEs á ñ
is the initial relative KE spread and is varied as a parameter in (d)–(f). The FWHMduration at focus is plotted in (a) and (d), the focal
time in (b) and (e), and thefinal KE spread in (c) and (f). Circles indicate theory, crosses indicate simulationswhere the laserfields are
modelled as planewave pulses, and the triangles indicate simulationswhere the laser fields aremodelled as exact non-paraxial pulses
(w0=300 μm). The terahertz and optical pulses have FWHMdurations of 1 ps and 30 fs respectively. The electron bunchmeanKE is
5 MeV and has a radius of 10 μm. Space charge effects are neglected in this comparison.Wenote the excellent agreementwithout the
theoretical predictions and planewave simulation results. Discrepancies between planewave and non-paraxial simulations results
show the non-trivial influence of the transverse laser pulse profile in our scenarios.
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Wealso obtain the corresponding electron position long after interaction as

z t ct z ct
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When the bunch has vanishing longitudinal velocity spread, i.e. 0z i,b¢ = , the general expression for the focal
time, defined as the time between tOL¢ and the electrons reachingmaximum compression, tcomp¢ , is:
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Here, K e E E m c2 cos e0
2

01 02
2q¢ = ¢ ¢ D( ) ( ). In the special case wherewe consider the electrons near the center of

the intensity grating (z zOLe OL¢ » ¢ ) andT T T1 2¢ = ¢ = ¢,E E E01 02 0¢ = ¢ = ¢ , (7) reduces to
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which agrees with the analytical result obtained in [24], modulo a factor of 2 p which comes fromour choice
of aGaussian pulsed profile.

The overlap of the optical and terahertz pulses results in afinite-length intensity grating inwhich electrons
farther from the center of the intensity grating generally experience aweaker compressive force. This effect is
taken into account through the exponential factors in (3) and (5), as well as throughαb.

The results in figure 3 show the excellent agreement between our analytical predictions (circles) and
numerical results when the laser pulses aremodelled as pulsed planewaves (crosses). The discrepancy between
the planewave simulations and the exact numerical results using non-paraxial pulses (triangles) shows the
importance of taking into account the transverse profiles of the focused optical and terahertz pulses in our
simulations. Nevertheless, we also note that these exact results follow the trend predicted by our theory relatively
well in the regime considered infigure 3. Infigure 3, the 5MeV, 10 μm-radius electron bunchwasmodelled
using 3.75×105 particles, and has a uniform randomdistribution in z over a length ofλgr. The initial bunch is
normally-distributed in x and y. The initialmomentum spread for all cases is normally-distributed in all
directions and isotropic:

x y z
s s s= =gb gb gb .We used the following initial relative KE spreads: KEKEs á ñ=

0.02%, 0.06%, 0.10%, and 0.14%. The correspondingmomentum spreads are 1.961 5 10 3
i

s = ´gb
- ,

5.884 8×10−3, 9.807 5×10−3, and 1.373 1×10−2 respectively (i x y z, ,Î { }). All electron bunch and laser
pulse parameters are listed in supporting information section S.5(vi).

Figures 3(a) and (d) show that a larger initial electron bunchKE spreadmakes itmore difficult to compress
the bunch unless higher laser field strengthsfield strengths are used. Figure 3 thus highlights the importance of
low energy spread in realizing attosecond bunches. As seen in figure 3(a), a change in relative initial KE spread
from0.02% to 0.14% can cause the electron bunch durations at the focus to increase by almost an order of
magnitude. In the limit where E E01 02 is small, we see from figures 3(a)–(c) that it is possible to obtain fs-scale
electron bunches with a very small (practically negligible) change in energy spread, at the cost of a longer focal
time. Infigure 3(b), the decrease in the focal time approximately as E E E E1 101 02 01 02¢ ¢ = agrees with the trend
predicted by (7).

Using the formalism described here, the predicted durations and focal times for the cases shown in
figures 1(b)–(e) are also in good agreementwith our ab initio simulations. For the case shown infigures 1(b) and
(d), the predicted FWHMduration for both the left and right attobunches is 9 as, which is a good estimate of the
numerically computed values of 21 as and 20 as; the theoretical time ofmaximum compression is 0.123 ns,
which is very close to the actual value of 0.127 ns. For the case shown in figures 1(c) and (e), the theoretically
predicted durations of the left and right attobunches are 352 as and 338 as respectively while the numerically
computed durations are 391 as and 367. The theoretical time ofmaximumcompression is 0.032 ns, which is very
close to the actual value of 0.033 ns.
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3.Discussion

Here, we present an overview of the electron kinetic energies which can bematched using sources of coherent
light at variouswavelengths, as well as a brief comparison between our scheme and existing electron bunch
compression schemes. The interest in workingwith electrons of larger kinetic energies is due to the relativistic
suppression of space charge effects, which allows shorter bunch durations to be achieved in this compression
scheme. The development of intense, coherent terahertz sources on a table-top scale [41–50] asfigure 4 shows,
unlocks a range of electron kinetic energies spanning 4 orders ofmagnitude (keV to 10MeV). By contrast, using
onlywavelengths falling in the optical to near-infrared regime (0.4–1.4μm)would limit us to electron kinetic
energies of 100 keV or less.

Although themechanismhere can be extended to electron kinetic energies on the order of 102 MeV and
higher,much larger laser intensities would be involved for effective compression. The study of the use of this
mechanism for such ultrarelativistic electrons is beyond the scope of this work.We note that alternative
techniques for producing highly-compressed electron bunches of kinetic energies from tens-of-MeV toGeV
include the use of compact inverse free electron laser systems [54] and undulatormodulators [55]have already
been demonstrated and proposed. Thesemethodsmay bemore practical when larger dedicated accelerator
facilities are available.However, for compact acceleration schemes such as dielectric laser acceleration (DLA)
[15], the ability to produce fC-scale, few-MeV electron bunchesmodulated to sub-fs scales as injection sources,
like those presented in this work, are of interest.

A number of laser-based sources of intense terahertz radiation, suitable for the use in the present
compression scheme, as well as other forms of charged particlemanipulation, have already been reported in the
literature. Single-cycle and quasi-single-cycle terahertz radiation centered at 1 to 2 THzwith peak field strengths
on the order of 1 MV cm−1 have been achieved using optical rectification of LiNbO3with tilted pulse front
pumping [41, 42] and optical rectification of organic crystals with high nonlinear constants [43].
Semiconductors have also been shown to be a promising alternative for generating high-energy THz pulses
using this technique [47]. Terahertz pulse energies on the order of tens ofμJ are already routinely produced [46]
from these compact sources and energies up to 1 mJ [49, 50] have already been demonstrated.With the highfield
strengths accompanying these high pulse energies, shorter attobunch durations and focusing times can be
achieved, which our results infigure 3 predicts. The development of compact THz sources of higher energies,
would alleviate the need for extremely tight-focusing of the THz pulse in order to achieve the desiredfield
strengths.

Difference frequency generation (DFG) of optical parameteric amplifiers have been used to produced
narrow-band,multi-cycle pulses atmid-infrared frequencies (15–30 terahertz) and higher fields strengths of
100MV cm−1 [44].While ultra-broadband terahertz radiation can be produced using plasma ionization [56],

Figure 4.Operating regimes for electron pulse compression. The colormap shows the electron bunch kinetic energies which can be
matched by a range of co-propagating and counter-propagating wavelengths (λ1 andλ2 respectively). Only the region corresponding
toλ1<λ2 is plotted. The region inwhichλ1>λ2 corresponds to a counter-propagating grating. The region bounded by the black
dashed lines correspond to the terahertz regime [46] forλ2, and the black dotted lines within further divide this frequency range into
bandwidths that are currently attainable through optical rectification of LiNbO3 and organic crystals, difference frequency generation
(DFG), and plasma ionization. The yellow starmarks the 31keV, non-relativistic case, studied in [23], whereas the blue starmarks the
5 MeV, relativistic casewhichwe study in this paper.
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thefield strengths are typically lower than those achieved using optical rectification.However, they could
potentially be used for the compression of low-charge or single-electron bunches with small energy spreads over
longer focal distances.

We note that greater flexibility in our choice of wavelength formatching a given electronKE can be achieved
by tilting the counter-propagating pulses [24, 27, 28, 35]. In this case, however, too large a tilt angle will lead to
restrictions on the transverse size of the electron bunch.Nevertheless, the concept of tilting laser pulses could be
implemented in the terahertz-optical scheme to accommodate an evenwider range of electron kinetic energies.

Dielectricmembranes, in combinationwith an optical laser pulse, have been used to compress non-
relativistic (70 keV), single-electron bunches to attosecond-scale durations [10].When non-relativistic electrons
are considered, the laserfield strength required tomodulate the bunch remains low enough to avoidmaterial
damage.However, relativistic electron bunches requiremuch higher intensities for compression to attosecond
time-scales,makingmaterial damagemore likely. The scheme studied in the present paper allows high-intensity
lasers to be usedwithout the risk ofmaterial damage.

4. Conclusion

Wepresented a scheme inwhich counter-propagating terahertz and optical pulses are used to compress
relativistic electrons into a train of attosecond-duration bunches. Due to the space-charge suppression at few
MeV-scale energies, significant amounts of charge can be containedwithin each attobunch, compared to
previously realized attobunches that have only single or very few electrons. Our ab initio simulations take near-
and far-field space charge effects (associatedwith theCoulomb force and the electron radiation respectively)
into account, and use exact, non-paraxial pulse profiles tomodel single-cycle, tightly-focused terahertz pulses;
this is a significant advance over previous numerical studies of similar intensity grating compression schemes,
which assumed non-interacting electrons and planar or paraxial electromagnetic waves.

We presented results for attosecond electron bunch compression in two regimes. Thefirst case involved the
compression of a lower-charge electron cloud into attobuncheswith durations of about 20 (FWHM), containing
about 246 electrons. Such short-duration bunches could be used, for instance, as sources of high-quality
coherent radiation through processes like inverse Compton scattering [13], Smith–Purcell radiation [57],
transition radiation [58], and through electron-plasmon scattering [59, 60].Wefind that the realization of this
scenario depends on havingKE spreadswhich are extremely low but feasible [53]. In the second, the initial
electron bunch contains 20 fC of charge and is comparable to the bunches that can be produced by existing few-
MeV scale electron sources. In this case, we showed that the electrons can be compressed into smaller bunches of
sub-400 as durations (FWHM), each containing up to 1 fC of charge. Besides electron diffraction applications
(e.g. time-resolved atomic diffraction in [10]), these bunches could potentially serve as pre-accelerated injection
sources for compact DLA schemes, in which fC-scale, few-MeV electron bunches are desirable as input [15]. The
modulated sub-fs bunches generated by our scheme canfit into the phase space acceleration buckets—typically
also of sub-laser wavelength length-scales—which could improve the accelerated beamquality [15]. The sub-
micron transverse bunch dimensions required for injection into typical optical DLA schemes can be achieved
through the use of electron beam focusing optics. Our results indicate that attosecond-scale electron bunches are
not inherently limited to the few-to-single-electron regime, which has been the focus of other studies.
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